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ABSTRACT
An imroved Objective Anqlys_s technique {Gandi,1, 1963) is use_ along with an
altimeter signal statistical model, an altim_oter noise sL_t'-stical node1, an or_.,ital
model, and synoptic surlace current nap_ in the POLYMODE-SDE area, to evaluate _he
performance of various observational strategies in catching the =esoscale variability
at mid-latitudes. In particular, simulated repetitive nominal orbits of EILS-1,
121_EX, and SPOT/I_SEIDON are examined. -at statist/ca/ models a,, _ consistent wit}.
' previous in-,itu and fleets-sensed reJults (Fu, 1983). Our own resnJts show the
critical i_ortsnce of the ezlste-o_ of a snbcycle, scanning in either direct;.: -_,
l/otao_er, Icug repeat cycles ()20 _ays) and s_ort cross-track distsn.,_ ((300 k_)
seen preferable, since they match nasal-ale statistics. Another goal o_ our stua_, is
to prepare and discuss Sea-Surface Height assimilation in 4uaslgeosttoph[c _,,dels.
Ou_ restored SSII naps are sl_own to meet that purpose, if t.e efficient extzeoolation
lathed or deep in-sltu data {floats) are used on the vertical to start and u.')0a_e the
• nodal.
1. INTRODUCTION
_ottve and passive satellite-flown sensors have been eztensively s_._"_ to open
new perspectives i_ gaophystca.' sciences; in p_rticular, the altimters of GEO$ $ and
SEASAT are helping us in _he study of _he dynamics of -esoscale ocean currents. New
produots are n_.e available, suoh as wavenunbsr spa©are (F_. 1.83; Menard, 1983) o.
global asps of the statistios ©,f the variability (Dandies et.al.0 1993; Cheney
Steal.. I_$$), and sample 8y_opti© :raps (Roblnson at.el., 1983) of vniah oceanogra-
phers have t_ take advantage, l_ree further altimeter missions which are currently
planned include the European EIS-lo the Aneri-sn TOPEX, and _he French SPOT (POSIHDON
ezpertnon_). There are ashy ways to evaluate the altlmter nission_ of these satel-
lites, and ashy paraNtors to optimize.
The dirNt aeasurenont of sea suzface height is an a_hlovonent of great scten-
-_ tlfic isportanoe and the coverage provided by s satellite data base is "aniquo in its
apses-time extent and along-track density. However, nov and in the oonc_ivable
future, suoh date viii be qvailable only during a very few costly special missions.
Noreover, a shorteonhsg 0/ remotely sensed data to _he deep se_ o_esnoatephez is t,_.e
feet that only sutfaoo variables are m. tsurad. Thus every effort must be ands to
-_ plan _ampling strategies and analysis s_hsmes to optimize the soienttfic _tiltty of
the obse,-Tatlons. _o are enga|ed in research to =',dro;s several re,event questions
.. ales/ those lines. Our approaeh lnvol_.es simlatin8 the eoqutsltioa and analysis of
altlmtrio date se_s by perfor-,ing operations on four-diemnctonal oeeule o_
oeessle-llke fields. These fi._lds _re obtained by either t) combLalnj existing re_l
oeeu date obtained free vsrlor, s in site instruments o: ,i) using existing observe-
Siena to drive a nmerleal o_e,.z node1 (Robinson, 1954). In t_e first ease we fly s
sismlated alttastor over historieal data and in the second ease _ fly s s._,mlatnd
altimtar over simulated data. Zn our analysts we include the quantitative
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•_. investigation of the construction of deep ocean fields combined from both remotely
sensed and in situ observations. Finally we mention our research on the assimilation
' of such observed fields in dynamical ocean models (Robinson_ Leslie, 1984; Robinson
et.al., 1984) for in_tiali_.ation and verification purposes and for dyuamical interpo-
lations and optimal estimates.
Here we describe preliminary experiments; firstly of observational network
evaluation, i.e. optimization of sampling, in order to improve mesoscale mapping and
statistics (Section 3), and secondly the constr,action of cuxreut maps (Sections 2 and
3) for the assimilation of the sea-surface height information in our quas;geostrophic
- ___del (Section 4).
2. SAT_LI_ ALTIMETER SIMUI&TIONS IN THE POLYMOPE._REA
In oz,-r to sa-_ _. Sea Surface Height (SSH) data as a sa_ellite would do, an
orbital m_del is needed. The requirements on this model are not very severe, since
we only w_r_ to infer s_atistical conclusions on the coverage, and get synoptic mid-
ncean maps of SSH. A simple circular orbit model has been u,_ed, aiong with accurate
orbital parameters of future missions (ERS-1, TOPEX, SPOT). No atmospheric drag is
involved. The repeat cycle, cross-track distance, inclination angle, and subcycles
are a_:quately modelled. The numerical clock is accurate to 1 sec for more than 1
year, in order to ensure exact repetitiv_.ty during long simulations. The altitude
calculated by the model is accurate to 1%.
Linear optimal estimation is used to restore SSH maps. This is an 'iutelligent'
interpolation method, whose estimator is statistically data-adaptive. It allows the
integration of other remote-sensed and in situ measurements, and is consistent with
the date assimilation techniques currently in use at Harvard (e.g. Tu, 1981; Robin-
son, 19_,_), The estimation _,ethod is a space-time extension of the Gandin (1963)
Objective Analysis method. Phase propagation is built into the signal correlation
model. A limited set of influential points is selected at each interpolation point
(Carter, 1983). An i_proved algorithm eliminates data points which are acre corre-
lated to each other than to the interpolation point. The need for such a stringent
selection arises from the one-dimensional nature of the data.
Restored SSH maps can be used for operational system assessment, which is
inferred from error estimates provided by Objective Analysis (see Section 3) or by
initializing and updating the Harvard quasi-geostrophic barociinic model (ace Section
4).
_- We have used two different data sets to represent sea-truth. The first is a
I000 ks simulation generated by the Harvard model using regionally tuned statistics
in the POLYMODE-SDE region. The second sea-truth we have chosen is the I00 dbar
,_ level of the POLYIa)DE-SDE Mark II data set produced at Harvard. An Interpolation
scheme, similar to the one described above, has been used to combine POLYMODE-SDE
"_- Soviet current-meter moorings (1400-700 dbar) and XBTs (400-100 dbar), from Julian
day 3345 (luly 21, 1977) throujh _ullan day 3725 (Aujust $, 1978). A mean salinity
profile has been used to compute she:low 8eostrophio velocities relative to the 700
-_ dbar absolute velocity level. The grid has 281.25 ks long aides and is centered on
_ _ 29.00 N, 70.00 W,
=_'_ $$H is saRpled from the sea-truth along arcs given by the orbital model. The
"'_ stresnfun_tion in the shallow level is interpreted in te_n8 of pressure, which is
-4 converted into $8H by fo/8, An overall mean is subtracted f_on the SSH timo series
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in the domain. Indxvidual passes are assumed to be perfectly unbiased and detrended.
As an illustration of the SSH variability in the whole POLYDK)DE--SDEMa_k II data set,
the following statistics are derived:
Mean elevation = 1.41 m ( ref. to 700 dbar)
Variance = 860 cm 2
Standard deviation = 29.33 cm
Minimum (tel. to mean) = -28 cm
Maximum (rel. to mean) = +33 cm
Max. amplitude = 61 cm
Data count (XBTs) = 1336
The vsriance above includes SSH variability at time scales much larger than the
typical mesoscale time. Thus, the standard deviation order of magnitude of I0 cm has
to be kept _n mind.
A gaussian noise of 3 cm standard deviation is added to SSH time series.
i The SSH correlations in the Mark II data set exhibit the following scales:
{
Space: SW-NE direction: 110 km Time: e-foldlng: 10-20 days
1 SE-NW direction: 160 km
: The space correlation scale is defined as the zero-crossing of the covariances.
1 In Section 3, an isotropic stationary signal correlation model has been used.i
'i It has the following analytical expression (see Fig. l):
I , - (ar + _2/Rc2_)
C(r,t) = (1 + ar -_a _r _) • (I)
! with:
i a = 2.1038/Rcx
i Rex = correlation scaler
' Rc_ = correlation time
! r = ((x-cxt)a+ (y-cTt)2)I/_
:I Using this expression leads to a -2 power law for the kinetic energy spectrum.
The following values have been used:T
Rcx= I$0 km
Rc_ = 13 days for 1000 km runs (error only)
20 days for 281.25 km runs (with sea truth). Cx = 0i
_, cy = O.
Residual SSH pover spectra, as obtained by Menard (1983) or Fu (19_), along
_! repeat tracks of SE_.SAT altimeter data, can be used to calculate the signal correla-
i tlon. If the along-track wavenmnber spectrum is denoted by Ei(kl), the one-dimensional i8otr pic correlation function is written:
(k,) .xp(2 ik,r)d, (2)
.ling@
f i.e. the Fourier transform of the ._peotrun. A typical correlation tunotlon to= the
mid-latitude sou;h Atlantic is given on Itl s. 2. For wavelen|tha shorter than $00 ]m,
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-_ the shape of this function shows good agreement with the shape of (i).
Clearly, the Objective Analysis technique cannot be more accurate than the
statistics used to build the estimator. The question of confidence levels on vari-
ance and covariances is thus of critical importance. The availability of large data
sets of SSH sampled on a homogeneous mesh on large space and time scales is a
decisive advantage of satellites compared to in situ sensors: the statistics derived
from remotely sensed data are likely to be much more reliable. In the POLYMODE-SDE
area, estimates based upon GEOS 3 data (Douglas et al., 1983) and SEASAT data (Cheney
et at., 1983) are available. The 3.5 year calculation of SSH variability from GEOS 3
(Fig. 3) yields a typical value of i0 cm. The 24 day calculation from SEASAT (Fig.
4) gives $cn. The discrepancy is due to considerable attenuation of the nesoscale
signal (50-150 days) in the second case. The first value of i0 cm is more reliable,
and in good agreement with the calculations from in situ measurements discussed
above.
The noise level, denoted by E, has been set to 20_ of the S_H variance. The
residual noise in the altimeter data, using the repeat track method, is expected to
be $ cn at the nesoscale, or less, for SEASAT and future missions:
- Residual tropospheric error: i-2 cm/$0-500 kn
(Rain and water vapor)
- Amospheric load/us: 3 ca/200-1000 kn
(Inverse barometer effects)
- Residual geold: a few _entimeters/all scales
(Tracklns errors )
Assuming the I0 cn variability of Douglas et al., we find that E -- 2.'_, which
is likely to be pessimistic if the data have been correctly undersampled along
passes.
3. TWO EXAMPLES: RRS-1 and SPOT
Figs $ and 6 are RI/S expected error saps for two I000 ka simulations carried out
with regionally tuned statistics in the POLYJIODE-SDE area, reap. with ERS-I and SPOT.
The followlns orbital paraleters are used:
ERS-I: 14 + _ rotation/day
(Fig. 7) repeat cycle: 3 days
cross-track distance: 910 kn
inclination angle: 98.52 °
SPOT: 14 + 5/26 rotations/day
(Fig. 8) repeat cycle: 26 days
cross-track dlstance: 106 kn
_-_ inclination angle: 98.72 "
. These two satellites stand for the two poselble extremes as far as re8ional
Z'. ,,/d-latltude coverage is concerned. TOPBX (Fig. 9) is just in between (repeat cycle:
rdm 10 day8). ER$-I and SPOT are sun-synchronous: the angle between ascending and des-
cendin8 passes (respectively 24.85 ° and 25.$3°at the equator) is sharper than for
,am TOPKX (44.61 ° at the equator).
"" Let us define the ovorbar as the apace and time average on the naps on an
• 540 ,
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integer number of repeat cycles (6 for ERS-1 = 18 days, I for SPOT = 26 days)j o.2
: (x,y,t) as the local expected error in terms of slgnal variance, v as the signal
variance, h (x,y,t) and _ (x,y,t) as the actual and restored SSH. The followlug
statistics are derived for a 1000 k= domain:
ERS-1 SPOT
Global I_IS expected error = _'&: 71.90_ 56.155 of st. dev.
Global MS expected error = _-i : 51.70% 31.5_ of var.
Global average expected error (bias): 0 0
ERS-I exhibits an excellent localized resolution, and a high variance of error,
due to the absence of a subcycle to scan between adjacent tracks. The inhonogeneity
in xesolutlon would probably result in improper mode/ assimilation.
SPOT shows a good general resolution, and a low error variance. The minlmm
error (29_)Is higher, but the global statistics are much better. The whole error
field propagates with the subcycle, i.e. at 25.1 cm/s, westward. Scanning between
two successive tracks, with a subcycle of 5 days, is responsible for the good
behavior of SPOT. TOPEX has a subcycle of 3 days, scanning eastward at 122.2 cm/s.
SPOT is probably better for longer periods and relatively slow-moving events, while
TOPEX is llkely to perform better for energetic, rapidly evolving events at the
advectlve time scale. Besides, TOPEX is no_ sunsynchronous, thus releasing the con-
straint of an almost polar orbit. The angle between ascending and descending ?asses
is note open, and the chances to catch a nesoscale event are higher.
Fig. l0 shows a 5-day sequence of SSH simtlation and reconstruction, in the
281.25 ks domain sampled by SPOT. Also shown are the actual error field and the
expected error field, both expressed in signal variance units. The following overall
statistics are derived from the 26-day simulation:
Matk-II domain __ ERS-I
Global RI/S expected error = _ z'_ : 43.115 of st. day.
Global MS expected error = _z : 18.$8_ of variance
Global average expected error : O
; Global RMS actual error (k-_) _- : 40.185 of st. dev.
;_ Global MS actual error = _-_L/v : 16.145 of variance
Global average actual error : _ / v _ • 4.955 of st. day.
= " The bias is clearly negligible. It is striking to see how close the expected
and actual values are. Objective Analysis can thus be expected to be a good setho_
. to interpolate along-track data, and the altimter to catch accurately the variance,
_ even in this small domain.
,_ The introduction of phase speeds in the correlations, and the usa of a largerdomain are both likely to lead to sore definitive conclusions on the different san-
, piing schemes.
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4. ASSIMILATING SEA-SUI_ACE HEIGHTS IN qGMODELS
Considerable recent progress has been made in assimilatln s data into the Harvard
QG open ocean mode/ (Robinson and Leslie, 1984; Robinson et.al., 1984). Both bare-
tropic and baroclinic experiments have been carried out in order to resolve questions
as to the source(s) of accuracy and error in both the objective analysis and the
dynamical forecast (for details of the model, see: Tu, 1981; Miller et.al., 1983).
Figs. lla-c show a barotroplc experiment involving the assimilation of sea surface
heights in the QG model. Fig. lla is the model _enerated 'Verttas' data set at
period 3.0. The objective analysis is performed on the 'Veritas' data sampled with
the MODE-1 observational network (Fig. llb) and with the MODE-1 network and a simu-
lated satellite track 'cross* (Fig. llc). The addition of the satellite track
restores much of the missing structure of the 'Verttas* data. These SSH maps are
used to initialize the model, which computes the evolution of stre_function using
the discretized QG equations. There is good agreement between sea-truth and the
model outputs, and the westward propagation is restored.
Fig. lld illustrates the results of a 17 day baroclinic forecast using real
data. Note that forecast in this 144 km domain experiment maintains (with the excep-
tion of lane spikes) 8 level of rms difference between forecast and data of less than
2_. The spikes have been attributed to 'unrepresentative' hydrocasts in the data
set. This forecast expertNnt does not involve use of remotely sensed data or a
satellite simulation. This remains as a next step for the POLYI/ODE-SDE region. The
Harvard model has been initialized with Rossby waves, simulated data, simulated
s_tellite observed sea-surface heights (barotropic), and real data and run over flat
bottoms and real topography. 'This mode/ is proving to be an efficient and accurate
component in the prediction and description of fields in open ocean regions of vari-
ous internal dynamics' (Robinson and Leslie, 1984).
In the sumner of 1983 a significant step in data assimilation was accomplished
by carrying out a real tins forecast in the resins of turbulent jets and eddies in
the California Current (Robinson et al. 1984). The dynamical model successfully
predicted the appearance of a zonal jet in the center of the experimental region and
also provided the means of identifying a major eddy-eddy interaction event. The
implications of these results for the effective exploitation of satellite alti_trtc
data for practical forecasts and scientific studies are substantial.
$. CONCLUSION
The analyses and simulations presented here show the ability of objective
analysis to sap miami-track altt_tor data in a suitable way for dynamical model ini-
tialization, and to evaluate sampling 8,rate|los. A set of |label statistical param-
eters have been defined for that purpose. The two case studies on ERS-1 and SPOT
show the groat Interest of the 8ubeyelu, which, as a matter of fact, doubles the
capabilltios of the Ins,moat, by bolus tuned on two tins scales ($ days and 26
days). Purtheznore, it can be shown (Fi 8. 12) that the most econanlcal way to eat
two tracks apart 18 to equal their distance to the horizontal oorrelatlon scale. This
is also true in tim with the repeat cycle and the correlation time. $ days and 26
_" days stand approximately for the 8dveetive and linear time scales at aid-latitudes
Fde respectively. The SPOT observational 8trateLy is thus re|lousily adapted, as far as
8anplin| parameters are concerned. It is still unclear whether in situ data, alan8
,_ with altlnoter data, are compulsory for assimilation. Different teehniqnes of extra-
_, pole,ion on the vertleal are eusrently tried in Rarvard, in order to initialize and
update properly the dynamical model for multi-level rune. The efficient use of these
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techniques and of those described above can be considered an essential step towards
our knowledge of the oceanic mesoscale on larle space and time acales.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
I. Correlation function for the objective anal:sis of altimeter data, as
a function of distance. As an example, a $0km correlation radius has
been chosen to draw this plot.
2. Averase correlation function from a sroup of repeat tracks of SEASAT
altimeter data in the SW Atlantic (from Fu, 1983).
3. Sea surface heisht variability in centimeters from GEOS-3 altimeter repeat
pairs (from Dou$1as et al., 1983).
4. Sea s_rface heisht variability (contour interval = I cm) from repeat
tracks of SEASAT altimeter data (from Cheney et al., 1983).
5. RMS expected error maps for a simulation of ERS-I in a I000 kn square
domain center on 29N,?0N (POLYMODESoviet current meter array). Maps
are shown for days 1,2,3,4. Contour interval is 0.08. The paranetert
of the analysis are 8iven in the text.
6. R}/S expected error maps for a simulation of SPOT in a I000 kn square domain
centered on 29N, 70_1 Maps are shown for days 0,5,10,15. Contour
interval is 0.07. Note westward propasation. The parameters of
the analysis are siren in the text.
7. Global coverase of ERS-I (from Tavernier, 1983).
8. Global coverase of SPOT (from Tavernler, 1983).
9. Global covera|e of TOPEX (from Tavernier, 1983).
I0. Sea-truth, restored sea-surface helsht, RMS actual error field and RJ/S
expected error field for a simulation of SPOT in a 281.25 kn square
domain centered on 29N, 70W(Harvard POLYMODESDE Mark II data set).
Contour intervals are: 2 om, 2 on, 15 of st. dev. of SSH, $% of
_ st. dev. of SSH. The westward props|salon of the southern eddy and the
ststionarlty of the northern one are reproduced.
II. Sea-truth, restored sea-truth (without satellite track), restored sea-truth
(with satellite track), and results of 17 day 144 kn baroclinic forecast
__ mains real data.
12. RNS expected error vs. cross-track distance for an objective analysis of
-- 2 parallel tracks. The eorrelatlon radius was $0.0 ha. Note the
first ninismn. The upward slops after the second nlninun i8 an artifact
of the infestation in s finite domain.
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